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September 10, 2019 

 

Sent via Email: Jennifer.Kastner@10news.com 

 

Jennifer Kastner 

ABC News San Diego 

10 News 

4600 Air Way  

San Diego, CA 92012 

 

RE: Camelot at Eastlake Shores Association 

Our File No. 5290 

 

Dear Ms. Kastner: 

 

The Board of Directors of Camelot at Eastlake Shores Association (“Association”) is committed 

to serving the best interests of the homeowners within the Camelot development. It was the spirit 

of this duty that led a new Director in his first term on the Board to ask for documentation to 

explain why the Association’s then long-term General Manager, Howard Gatbonton, was writing 

thousands of dollars in checks every month to himself for alleged “maintenance supply 

reimbursements.”  

 

Instead of providing basic documentation such as store invoices, receipts, credit card statements, 

order confirmations, or work orders, Gatbonton provided only copies of some of the checks he had 

written to himself as “proof” of the validity of the expenditures.  The Association had accounts at 

Home Depot, Office Max and other companies for supplies.  It is not clear why Gatbonton did not 

use these accounts for maintenance supplies or why he did not simply write checks to these 

companies for the alleged supplies.  

 

When questioned further, instead of providing documentation or otherwise answering, Gatbonton 

quit and stormed out of an active Association Board Meeting. Gatbonton has not contacted the 

Association or any of its agents since and the Association is informed that Gatbonton intends to 

leave the Country relatively soon. 
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Since quitting, Gatbonton has waged war against the Association, spreading false information to 

members of the community using the relationships built by doing favors to residents during his 

time as the Association’s manager. These favors appear to include sending Association employees 

to owners’ homes to do maintenance during regular business hours and allegedly “allowing” those 

owners to pay the Association back for the maintenance.  It appears that these payments were made 

directly to Gatbonton.  

 

The false information also included a claim that one Director was illegally serving on the Board 

because he was not the full owner of a condo.  The Association’s Bylaws do not require ownership 

to serve as a Director. It is no surprise that the Director Gatbonton accused is the same Director 

who questioned Gatbonton’s reimbursement payments.  Interestingly, Gatbonton has made no 

accusations against a different long time Board Member who is a tenant, apparently for the sole 

reason that this director did not substantially participate in questioning Gatbonton’s activities.  

 

Over the months following his resignation more evidence of gross mismanagement and financial 

abuse by Gatbonton was discovered. The Association’s pool and two children’s playgrounds had 

to be closed for critical failure of safety inspections despite the $100,000.00+ that Gatbonton 

reimbursed himself for the alleged maintenance. Association computer records were corrupted 

beyond the ability of forensic computer experts to recover before Gatbonton turned them over to 

the Association’s new, professionally licensed management company. Without any approval or 

notice, Gatbonton switched the Association’s records from an Association owned and maintained 

Quickbooks accounting program to Gatbonton’s own personal Quickbooks account. Meeting 

Minutes from years of Association Board Meetings vanished. When pushed for the missing 

documents, Gatbonton claimed he had already turned over all existing records and made no 

mention of nor provided any access to any alleged “cloud” based documentation. 

 

The Association has reached out to the Chula Vista Police Department who have opened an 

investigation into Gatbonton’s activities.  In the meantime, the Association is working hard to 

unravel the mess left by Gatbonton and is encouraging the community to unite in moving forward 

in the wake of his actions to avoid further harm to the community and to owners’ property values.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

DELPHI LAW GROUP, LLP 

 

 
James R. McCormick, Jr., Esq., CCAL 

JRM/TSN:rr 


